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Hello, I bought Fundamentals of Nursing (ISBN-13: 978-1469898605 ISBN-10: 1469898608) back in June of this year. Well yesterday, during lecture I noticed I am missing 17 pages between chapters 37 and 38 (pages 1232-1249). Can I get some help for this problem? There is no trauma to the spine of the book and I have attached a picture of the textbook. I need a fix to this publishing problem pronto due to our class covering all of this book this semester. Thank you!Â One of the best books for Nursing. Regret only rented this, but I didn't have money to buy at the time. Read more. One person found this helpful. nurse lady. 5.0 out of 5 starsFoundation. 12 January 2020 - Published on Amazon.com.